SECOM’S
BASIC BUSINESS AREAS

Centralized Systems

S

ECOM offers a wide range of security systems and
products that help provide peace of mind in today’s
rapidly changing society. The Company’s centralized and
localized systems meet the security-related needs of
homes, businesses and public institutions. Centralized
on-line systems initiate immediate response by highly
trained professionals, while self-contained proprietary
security and building management systems facilitate
on-site automated monitoring.
SECOM and its subsidiaries manufacture key
components and research, develop, install and
maintain all systems to ensure that customers receive
consistent, high-quality services. The accompanying
diagram outlines SECOM’s comprehensive products and
top-notch services which are backed by the resources and
skills of the entire SECOM Group.
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Intrusion- and Fire-Detection Systems for Building Perimeters
FLAME CHECKER
FLAME CHECKER detects fire indoors and outdoors.
BORDER SERIES
BORDER SERIES uses infrared beams to detect intrusions into large
sites and buildings.

Access-Control Systems
SECURILOCK
SECURILOCK uses magnetic identification cards to control access to
restricted areas.
SESAMO SERIES
SESAMO SERIES comprises access-control systems for use in corporate offices, factories, parking facilities and any other securitysensitive area. These systems employ such high-technology equipment as light-beam and microwave activated remote control, magnetic
cards and fingerprint identification devices, as well as PC-operated
access-control systems. These services include advanced electronic
product-tagging systems that help store owners prevent shoplifting.

Equipment for Safeguarding Cash and Valuables
PYTHAGORAS SERIES
PYTHAGORAS SERIES is a large security vault composed of individual
panels for easy transport and on-site assembly.
HANKS ∑
HANKS ∑ is an easily assembled, durable security booth for
unattended cash dispensers and ATMs.
CD PROTECTOR
CD PROTECTOR is a specially constructed hard shell that makes
cash dispensers and ATMs virtually invulnerable to break-ins.

Fire Detection and Extinguishing Systems
TOMAHAWK III
TOMAHAWK III is a new high-speed fire-detection and-extinguishing
system.
TOMAHAWK EX
TOMAHAWK EX is a compact, general-use system that automatically
detects and extinguishes fire.
TOMAHAWK JET
TOMAHAWK JET, designed for use in restaurant kitchens and ductwork, is an automatic fire-detection and-extinguishing system.
TOMAHAWK MACH I/II
TOMAHAWK MACH I, designed for homes and smaller businesses,
is a highly effective and convenient fire-extinguishing system based
on a central canister and flexible hose. TOMAHAWK MACH II is a
more compact home-use model.
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Others
SECOM CCTV SYSTEM
SECOM CCTV SYSTEM is a sophisticated, cost-effective closed-circuit
surveillance camera system designed for local security systems. The
SUPER CCTV SYSTEM version detects attempts to interfere with the
surveillance camera.
SECOM VIDEO IMAGE TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
This system makes it possible to transmit moving images to remote
locations in real-time and full-color.

Other Organizations

SECOM FOGGY PROTECTION SYSTEM
SECOM FOGGY PROTECTION SYSTEM deters would-be burglars by
filling the room with a thick, harmless chemical mist.
SECURICASE SERIES
SECURICASE SERIES is an anti-theft showcase with a specially
designed glass and cover to protect valuables.

Local Systems
TOTAX-T
TOTAX-T is a self-contained, local control system for industrial and
building complexes.
SECOM MUSEUM SYSTEM
SECOM MUSEUM SYSTEM provides full protection for museums
and exhibition halls.

Commercial Use
SECOM SX
SECOM SX meets the special needs of small commercial buildings
and offices.
SECOM MX
SECOM MX is a comprehensive security package for medium-sized
commercial establishments and schools.
SECOM TX
SECOM TX provides protection for commercial buildings with more
than one tenant.
SECOM BX
SECOM BX meets the exacting security requirements of financial
institutions.
HANKS SYSTEM
HANKS SYSTEM is designed to meet the security requirements of
automated banking facilities.
SECOM CX
SECOM CX monitors and manages large building complexes
around-the-clock, eliminating the need for costly on-site computers
and large custodial staff.
SECOM AX
SECOM AX, a new-generation on-line security control system with
an advanced visual and voice sensor, has redefined the concept of
security.
SECOM IX
An on-line visual security system for commercial facilities offering
around-the-clock service.
Residential Use
SECOM HOME SECURITY PLUS
SECOM HOME SECURITY PLUS is a residential security system
featuring a wide variety of functions, including the detection of fires,
gas leaks and intrusions, through telephone lines. An emergency
medical alert system is also provided. This system is an innovative
and advanced security system which will play a major role in integrating SECOM’s wide variety of services in the residential market.
In addition to information on SECOM’s business, products and
services as well as security literature, it further provides memory
functions (hand-written and voice memos, as well as a dictionary)
and lifestyle support services, called “Super Terminal.” These
services can be operated using a new Home Controller which has
a touch-sensitive color LCD panel.
SECOM MS-1, SECOM MS-2 and MS-2S
SECOM MS-1 security system provides comprehensive building
management functions for condominiums, while SECOM MS-2 and
MS-2S security systems offer these capabilities plus total safety with
a centralized security system for each unit in the building.

Armored Car Services
SECOM provides armored car services for the collection and
transportation of cash.
Static Guard Services
Static guard services are provided for facilities where customer
needs are best served by on-site personnel.
SECOM V-REX
SECOM V-REX is an integrated security package which offers a
high-grade security management system.
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